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High energy physics

Higher and 
higher energy

Last 122 years

1895

2012

Open the door of 
sub-atom physics

12 orders of 
magnitude

Extremely successful!



Not just higher energy

Besides the higher and higher energies, we may consider 
other extreme environment to search for NP 

Super light particles (QCD, 
axion, ALPs, DP，….)

high energy cosmic 
rays/neutrinos

LHC colliders

neutrino 
physics

Flavor physics

Astrophysical exp: Radio signal, sun, GWs, supernova, etc.
Table top exp: Cavity, LC circult, quantum sensor, etc.



Cavity with static B field

e.g. ADMX, HAYSTACK

Compton wavelength



Ultra-light DM

For ultra-light DM(~10-22 eV)，they form super 
low frequency (nHz) oscillating backgrounds

Difficult to 
detect, need 
astrophysical 
observations.

De Broglie 
wavelength 

~ the 
soliton core



Probing DPDM through Gaia

H-k. Guo, Y-q. Ma, J. Shu., X. Xiao, Q. Yuan, Y. Zhao, 
arxiv: 1902.05962 JCAP 1905 (2019) 015



Fussy DM
Excellent ultralight DM candidate

soliton solution 

Ultralight DM is expected to 
have a soliton core 

NFW profile 

Ultra-light bosonic DM can cause BEC, 
and behave like CDM at large scale 

Hu et al., 2000

At small scale (comparing to 
wavelength, m~10-22 eV, λ~kpc), it can 
be used to solve the cusp-core problem



Ultra-light DM

For ultra-light DM(~10-22 eV)，they form super 
low frequency (nHz) oscillating backgrounds

Difficult to 
detect, need 
astrophysical 
observations.



Ultra-light DPDM

A hypothetical hidden-sector particle proposed as a 
force carrier similar to photon 

Considering a special class of dark photon which is the gauge 
boson of the U(1)B or U(1)B-L group: it would interact with 
any object with B or (B-L) number (“dark charge”) 

A good candidate of (fuzzy) dark matter (DPDM) 

If its is very small (10-22 eV), the dark photon behaves like an oscillating 
background, drives displacements for particles with “dark charge” 



Precision of star position

Gaia satelite (2003)，plan to accurately measure 1% of star 
inside the Milky Way (~109) for their position and speed. 

Expect breakthrough in the Milky Way structure, 
evolution of stars, new planet, fundamental physics, etc. 



Aberration of Light

Objects(Gaia statelite）feel an oscillating acceleration 
in the DPDM backgrounds 

A large sample of the star position 
period variation will hint the signal. 

radial direction not 
very accurate

This acceleration will cost the velocity has a 
periodic change，therefore periodically shift 
the position of the star from the observer  



Gaia search for ultra-light DPDM

Compressed data, 
high accretion

mock data

H-k. Guo, Y-q. Ma, J. Shu., X. Xiao, Q. Yuan, Y. Zhao, JCAP 1905 (2019) 015



Gaia search for ultra-light DPDM

95% C.L. exclusion by varing mass and coupling constant 

Future Gaia final data release will give 
you the real data with time sequence

H-k. Guo, Y-q. Ma, J. Shu., X. Xiao, Q. Yuan, Y. Zhao, JCAP 1905 (2019) 015



Probing DPDM through PTA

J. Shu., X. Xiao, Z-j. Xia, Q. Yuan, Y. Zhao, X-j. 
Zhu, with PPTA collaboration, in preparation



The pulsar timing array (PTA) 

Can be used to probe other fundamental physics like DM

mili-seconds pulsar is the stablest “clock” in cosmology. 

accurately measure the change of the time pulse can 
be used to probe nHz gravitational waves

PTA

PPTA, EPTA, IPTA, NanoGrav, CPTA(FAST)?



未来平⽅方公⾥里里阵列列(SKA)



Sensitivity of GW search from NANOGrav PTA

Aggarwal et al. (2019) 
“Anomalies” for power law SGWB recently
can be interpreted from the PBH, cosmic defects, phase transition

will be checked by other collaborations, like PPTA next year.



Sensitivity of GW search from NANOGrav PTA

Aggarwal et al. (2019) 

PPTA search for scalar fuzzy DM

23

1810.03227

Future SKA can have much better results!



Parkes PTA数据 

64m Parkes telescope in Australia 



脉冲到达时间（TOA）



Pulsar Modeling



Noise Model

White noise (irrelevant to signal)：from device、pulsar timing templet 

Red noise（relevant）：pulsar rotation noise、from propagation 

Turbulence in the solar system：from big planet, etc 

Noise from target sources：plasma cloud between pulsar and earth 



Parkes PTA preliminary

Will be the best in the world for certain mass range

fully correlated (lower) or uncorrelated (upper) DPDM polarization

Constrains from 
oscillating 

gravitational 
potential

revolution 
around the sun 

(periodic signal）

pulsar: 0.2~2kpc

J. Shu., X. Xiao, Z-j. Xia, Q. Yuan, Y. Zhao, X-j. Zhu, with PPTA collaboration



Probing Axions with Event 
Horizon Telescope 

Polarimetric Measurements

Y-f. Chen, J. Shu., X. Xiao, Q. Yuan, Y. Zhao, 
Phys.Rev.Lett. 124 (2020) 061102



Theory motivation

Strong CP problem

Induced axion fields
<10^{-11}

misalignment

pNGB naturally very light

PQ symmetry soft explicit 
broken at high scale f



Why axion?
Big problems of particle physics & Comoslogy

misalignment mechanism, 
non-thermal DM

Strong CP problem

The identity of dark matter

Gauge hierarchy problem, the origin of EWSB

Baryogenesis

Inflation

Cosmological Constant Problem

relaxion



Search of axion
How to search axion?

Axion-couplings:

Axion-photon

Axion-gluon

ADMX

CAST

QCD phase transition
CASPEr

LIGO, pulsar, etc

Many other observations, etc



Axion like particle

The condensation of a CP-odd particle 
distinguishes +/-helicities of a photon 

Axion induce birefringent effect:

Maxell equation 
with axion source



Birefringent effect

different phase velocities 
for +/- helicities 

Measure the change of 
the position angle:

Axion induced birefringent effect

For linearly polarized photons

Requires polarimetric 
measurements 



Event Horizon Telescope

mm telescope array 
at radio frequency 
around the Earth 

Farady rotation: 
position angle 
around O(1)

mm wavelength radio 
telescope particularly 
good for astro-astro-

polarimetric 
measurements



Imagine of M87*

Image of the supermassive black hole at the center of 
the elliptical galaxy M87, for four different days. 

The imagine of the ring is around 5 horizon distance



BH measured and EHT

Blackhole measured: 

Excellent anglar resolutions: 
20 micro as
resolve features: smaller than BH size (1/3?)

         M87*:     16 Mpc,      10^9 solar mass 
                         10^13 m,    10^-20 eV 
                         10^5 s,        a=0.99 

         Sgr A*:    8 kpc,         10^6 solar mass 
                         10^10 m,    10^-17 eV 
                         100 s,          a=? 



More on EHT measurements
Accretion disk around SMBH gives linearly polarized  radiation

A subset of EHT has achieved at a precision of 3 degree! 

Millimeter wavelength: optimal for position angle measurements

• M. D. Johnson et al., Science 350, no. 6265, 1242 (2015)  

•

No spatial resolution



BH superradiance

Superradiance condition 

a rapidly rotating black hole loses: 
                    energy + angular momentum 

   axion cloud will be produced around BH 

   energy in axion cloud can be comparable to BH mass! 

SR takes efficiently for the mass range



BH superradiance

Scalars in the Kerr backgrounds 

m=l mode is more efficient than other m-levels.  

Axion cloud populates more efficiently at lower l-mode. 

reduce to Y_{lm} in spherical 
non-relativistic limit 

Very similar to the hydrogen solution (non-relativistic limit): 

Axion cloud:

Imaginary part gives you the super-radiation



BH superradiance

Spatial distribution:
The ring from EHT has a radius comparable to  
the peaking radius of the axion cloud 

Y-f. Chen, J. Shu., X. Xiao, Q. Yuan, Y. Zhao, Phys.Rev.Lett. 124 (2020) 061102



Axion cloud solution

Axion Lagrangian including self-interaction: 

take

K-G equation in the Kerr backgrounds

slow varing function

gravitational potential

self-interacting potential



Non-linear region

 axion self-interaction becomes important when 

 gravitational potential ~ self-interacting potential 

Two possible consequences: 

 bosenova: a drastic process which explodes away axion cloud 

 steady axion outflow to infinity 

 numerical simulation has been performed: 

H. Yoshino and H. Kodama, Prog. Theor. Phys. 128, 153 (2012), etc 



Bosenova

In either scenario, the amplitude of the 
axion cloud remains O(1) of its maximal 
value for most of the time 

~ O(1) 

The axion cloud stays 
after bosenova



Position angle change

additional loop suppression to translate fa to axion-photon coupling 

Using

fermion loop

clockwork Large

Ignore axion density at earth

Require both time and spatial resolution



Polarmetric measurements

Requirements: 

Stable (position angle) polarized source

Concentration of axion: oscillating background fields 

Search for:

Position angle oscillate with time

Position angle oscillate with spatial distributions (extended source)

Polarmetric measurements at EHT from the axion cloud!



Position angle change

• temporal dependence 
for a fixed position 

• spatial dependence 
for a fixed time 

Y-f. Chen, J. Shu., X. Xiao, Q. 
Yuan, Y. Zhao, Phys.Rev.Lett. 

124 (2020) 061102



Expected Limit

Constrain the 
dimensionless 
coupling with 
respect to fa

Y-f. Chen, J. Shu., X. Xiao, Q. Yuan, Y. Zhao, Phys.Rev.Lett. 124 (2020) 061102



Expected Limit

Y-f. Chen, J. Shu., X. Xiao, Q. Yuan, Y. Zhao, collaboration with EHT

Real simulation layered with accretion disk backgrounds



Summary

 Supermassive Black holes provides excellent probes to search for axion! 

A dense axion cloud can build up near by SMBHs. 

Position angles varies when traveling through the axion cloud 
               Probe the existence of axion clouds by EHT. 

Different than BH spin measurement. (Nonlinear region)
Different than other experiment. (dimensionless coupling)

Ultra-light particles can form an oscillating background, cause 
extra forces on the observer and the objects we observe 

Oscillating Velocity change: observed by Gaia 

Arriving Time (pulse) change: observed by PTA Real data/better sensitivity



Detecting axion through 
quantum sensors



 48

超轻暗物质轴⼦子的探测

宇宙早期⽣生成⾮非相对论
性的轴⼦子(冷暗物质)

质量量极轻，德
布罗意波⻓长极
⼤大(⼩小星系尺
度)，波动性，
可以⽤用来解释
⼩小星系暗物质
缺乏问题

波动性的暗物质
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超轻暗物质轴⼦子的探测

⼀一般性的轴
⼦子探测（更更
⼴广泛的质量量
范围）

解决了了强CP问题。

String理理论，额外维度预⾔言了了⼤大量量轴⼦子的存在。
解决了了强CP问题。

可以⽤用于其他在重⼤大问题，⽐比如暴暴涨，宇宙早期
正反物质不不对称性，电弱对称性破缺，规范等级
度问题等等。
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宇宙轴⼦子能量量动量量分布

能量量分布10^-6，对
应于Q⼤大了了没⽤用

动量量分布10^-3
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轴⼦子实验室探测

⼀一般性的轴⼦子
探测（更更⼴广泛
的质量量范围）

(反)Primakoff 现象

轴⼦子背景场在有背景磁场的情况下会产⽣生额外的变化电场



Resonant EM detection of
 axion dark matter

Traditional resonant detection matches axion mass with 
the resonant frequency by using a static B field.

Cavity mode equation Source: a  
(almost monochromatic)

Pump Mode: BSignal Mode: En



Cavity with static B field

e.g. ADMX, HAYSTACK



LC Circuit with static B field

e.g. DM radio, ADMX-SLIC

Resonant conversion 
happens when 

Scan the mass from 100 
Hz to 100 MHz by tuning 
the capacitor C

B



SRF with AC B field
Signal Mode: E1

Static B0: Oscillating B0:

Pump Mode: B0

Signal enhancement at low frequency ma << 𝜔0

Source: a  
(almost monochromatic)

A.Berlin, R.T. D’Agnolo, et al, JHEP07(2020)no.07, 088. 



SRF with AC B field
Signal Mode: E1

Oscillating B0:

Pump Mode: B0

Source: a  
(almost monochromatic)

A.Berlin, R.T. D’Agnolo, et al, JHEP07(2020)no.07, 088. 

Scanning the axion mass by tuning the differences  
between two quasi-degenerate modes  



SRF with AC B field

A.Berlin, R.T. D’Agnolo, et al, JHEP07(2020)no.07, 088. 

Main differences: signal power



Main noise for SRF haloscope

Traditional noise: thermal and readout;

Transition from pumping mode due to geometric fluctuation: 
phase noise, mechanical oscillation noise; (well-studied by pioneer work on ultra-
high frequency gravitational wave detection. [Class.Quant.Grav. 20 
(2003) 3505-3522, gr-qc/ 0502054])



Physics Reach

A.Berlin, R.T. D’Agnolo, et al, JHEP07(2020)no.07, 088. 

For thermal and readout noise dominant region:



Broadband case

A.Berlin, R.T. D’Agnolo, et al, [arXiv:2007.15656 [hep-ph]]. 

For ultra-light axion, 

Two degenerate and transverse modes can reach the ultra-light region!   



• Collaboration with SRF group, Institute of Heavy Ion Physics, Peking 
University


• In progress, quantum limited amplifier designed, cavity noise 
calibration.


• Path finder with ~ 2 GHz pumping modes and aim for 200 MHz.

Experimental setup

Currently the measurements in these region are empty.



• For single-mode resonator mentioned above, the SNR is bounded by a 
quantum limit from the readout noise.


• To go beyond quantum limit, one can consider a network of the resonator 
modes.


• Cover most of the QCD axion dark matter phase space potentially

Resonator chain and binary tree haloscope

SRF

LC Circuit

QCD axion

Cavity

single-mode resonator

n=1 WLC

n=2 BT

n=3 BT

10-14 10-12 10-10 10-8 10-6 10-4
10-22

10-20

10-18

10-16

10-14

Hz kHz MHz GHz 10GHz

ma [eV]

g Φ
γ
[G
eV

-1
]

Preliminary

Y. Chen, M. Jiang, Y. Ma, J. Shu, Y. Yang, in preparation 



• The SRF haloscope, with a high quality factor Q and AC magnetic 
field background, can scan most of the axion dark matter mass 
window by using both resonant and broadband detection.


• Quantum metrology can play huge rules in the particle physics!

Conclusion



Backup



Low scale Phase Transition

NanoGrav see the “linear power” law for SGWB?

Can it be also be the signal for PT? and how about 
observations from PPTA?



TOA残差



TOA残差


